
lancaster university students’ union  PA terms of hire 

Throughout this document there are references to the PA Lead.  In the first instance, this will 
be James Marenghi.  In his absence or due to his delegation, this responsibility may be 
passed to VP Activities or Events & Tech Coordinator.   

Any additions to this will be approved by James Marenghi, Deputy Activities Manager, VP 
Activities and Jane Morgan Jones, Financial Controller. 

Inventory 

 Inventory stock checks will take place at least once per term by a Crew Supervisor and 
another delegate. 

Conditions of Use 

 All requests for equipment must be made using the appropriate PA System Request 
Form.  All forms must be signed by the lead hirer and budget signatory.  Requests for 
use must be made at least 24 hours before the hire period. 

 As agreed, the key user groups for this equipment are: 

 LUSU departments 

 LUSU Officers 

 LUSU Media 

 College JCRs 

 Other LUSU groups that may use the equipment for a fee, provided it is not required by 
any of the above mentioned groups include LUSU Sub Committees, LUSU Societies 
and LUSU Sports Teams 

 University Departments and other external organisations may hire the equipment and 
crew, as detailed below, with charges made based on the complexity of the request. 

 Requests for use will be on a first come, first served basis.  Large scale LUSU Events 
will be allocated prior to the start of the Academic Year.  At this point, other key user 
groups will be asked to make requests. 

 Requests for equipment will be made to PA Lead, as per the PA System Request Form.  
Checks will be made on availability, technicians and crew. 

 Before hire, a package must be agreed between the PA Lead and the lead hirer. The 
availability of this package will be checked by the PA Lead.  Before signing over the 
equipment, the inventory must be checked by both the Events Crew representative and 
the lead hirer.  Upon sign over, the responsibility of the equipment remains with lead 
hirer until the sign over at the end of the hire. 

 It is the responsibility of the hirer to ensure that there are sufficient individuals to 
transport the equipment.  This number will be agreed with PA Lead prior to hire. 

 For the equipment to be used, a lead crew member must be named and the number of 
crew members needed identified.  The lead crew member will need to be in place 
throughout the duration of the use of the equipment and be sober. 

 If the hirer is unable to provide a lead crew member, crew members or individuals to 
transport the equipment, either from their group or a trained crew volunteer they must be 
hired from LUSU (see CREW and COSTS). 

 If a full crew is hired, the responsibility of the equipment remains with the lead hirer and 
hiring group. 

 If a group has an external DJ or band who wishes to use the equipment, they must still 
have LUSU approved crew to do set up.  The equipment is the responsibility of lead 
hirer, not their sub contractor. 

 The PA system will only be assembled and used by trained crew members (see 
CREW).  

 It is the responsibility of the hirer to ensure that they are operating within any limits for 
noise. 

 If the equipment is to be taken off campus this must be agreed with the PA Lead and be 
transported in a suitable vehicle, as agreed with the PA Lead. 



 
 

 The equipment must be returned at the time stated on the PA System Request Form, 
failure to do so will be subject to a late return charge (See COSTS). 

 On return, all kit should be returned in the state found. Failure to do so will result in a 
correction charge (See COSTS) to ensure it is in a useable state for the next hiring 
party. 

 On return, all kit will be checked in by the Events Crew representative.  Any 
discrepancies will be detailed, reported and charged.  The equipment will then be signed 
off as complete by the PA Lead. (See COSTS) 

Security 

 From sign out to sign in, the responsibility of the security of the equipment lies with the 
lead hirer and hiring group. 

 The equipment is covered for loss and damage of the equipment provided the 
equipment is used as intended and stored securely in a locked room when not in use.  

 The storage of equipment must be in a locked, limited access room.  This must be 
identified at the time of booking.  JCR Offices with combination locks or private 
residences are not acceptable. 

 If equipment is transported in a vehicle and stored in a vehicle, even for a short time, it 
must be locked away from view. 

Packages 

 Equipment will be signed out as a package.  Packages will be signed out as a whole, 
even if not all the equipment is needed.  The full inventory is the responsibility of lead 
hirer and hiring group. 

 Any custom packages needed must be discussed, agreed and a full inventory drawn up 
before use 

 Individual pieces of equipment can be loaned out but with no reduction in hire costs 
(See COSTS).  This includes microphones, stands, speakers and cables. 

 It is expected that only large scale events such as Extravs and Campus Festival will 
require more than two stacks of speakers. 

 Packages Available 

Band Set Up Conference PA Other packages by request 

Speaker Stacks (x2) DJ Set Up  

Lighting Desk & Lights CDJs & Mixer  

Crew 

 A trained crew will be drawn together and be made up of LUSU Staff, LUSU Officers 
and students recruited for the purpose. 

 The PA Lead will sign off all crew members when they have completed competency 
training. 

 An up to date record of these individuals will be kept by the PA Lead. 

 It is not assumed that any individual who has used a PA system before is a trained 
member of the crew.  These individuals would have to prove their competency to the PA 
Lead. 

 The PA Lead will not approve individuals external to LUSU’s structures.  

 There will be training as part of Winter Officer Conference to train incoming Executives 
and enable them to have trained crew members. 

  



 
 

Costs 

Equipment Hire 

 There is no charge for JCRs to hire kit for socials on the basis that they are providing a 
trained crew lead for the event.  This requires the user group having sufficient 
individuals to transport equipment.  

 For all other student groups, the sign out charge will be £20.  This covers the time for 
the Events Crew to sign all kit across to the hiring party and to ensure this is returned in 
a suitable condition at sign in.  These areas have made no contribution to the costs or 
depreciation of the equipment and these charges will help to maintain the equipment. 

 Equipment hire charges must be paid in advance of the event. 

Crew Charges 

 The cost for a crew member will be £10 per hour or part thereof.  
Eg If an event requires four crew members to transport the equipment for 90 minutes (4 
crew x 2 hours) and one lead crew member to manage the system for the event for 4 
hours (1 crew x 4 hours), the hirer would be charged £120.    

 All crew charges must be paid in advance of the event. 

External Hires 

 Any external hires may only hire the equipment with a full crew.  The cost will be drawn 
up by the Lead PA for each job and will cover full crew costs, van hire costs and a 
charge for the system hire.  This charge will be more than the charge for other internal 
groups. 

Damage & Loss 

 With regards to damage and loss, there will be two main divisions.  These will be 
recorded as part of the Inventory and are defined as: 

 PA Equipment (usually over £500) – Speakers, mixing desks, lights, flight cases etc 

 Ancillary equipment (usually less than £250) – Microphones, stands, cables etc 

 For any PA equipment item that is lost or stolen, a charge will be automatically made to 
the hirer.  This charge will be decided upon by the Financial Controller, in consultation 
with the Lead PA, and will cover the insurance policy excess and any associated costs 
or the cost of the replacement item (should this be under £500) 

 All damaged PA equipment will be repaired or replace (whichever is cheaper) and a 
charge will be automatically made to the hirer.  This charge will be decided upon by the 
Financial Controller, in consultation with the Lead PA, and will cover the insurance 
policy excess and any associated costs or the cost of the repair or replacement item 
(should this be under £500) 

 All ancillary equipment items that are lost will be automatically charged to the hirer. 

 All damaged ancillary equipment will be repaired or replaced (whichever is cheaper) and 
will be automatically charged to the hirer. 

 If a crew is hired by a hiring group, the responsibility and costs for damage and loss are 
still up to lead hirer and hiring group, unless this is due to negligence from crew. 

 All invoicing for lost and damaged items and for crew costs will be made through the 
Finance Office. As a rough guide for pricing for these items visit 
http://www.thomann.de/gb 

  



 
 

Additional Charges 

 The following charges apply to all users: 

Minor Late return charge; kit is returned up to 30 minutes after 
agreed kit return time 

£20 

Late return charge; kit is returned up to one hour after agreed kit 
return time. 

£40 

Rearranged return charge; after one hour, an alternative return time 
will need to be scheduled with the PA Lead 

£50 + any further 
late charges for the 
rearranged return 

Correction charge; should kit be returned unsatisfactorily, ie cables 
uncoiled or tangles or dirty and stained kit.  This charge is at the 
discretion of the PA Lead. 

£25 

 

All prices in this document exclude VAT. 


